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Yo u r T o u r E d u c a t o r
Every journey we offer is accompanied by a Tour Educator (TE) who
brings your itinerary to life. Some of our TE’s have decades of firsthand
experience leading people to particular places.
Your TE will provide you with an authentic understanding of the
locations you will visit, will introduce you to the locals, and will share
his/her enthusiasm and passion for the local culture. The result is a
journey that transforms your understanding of a place, connecting
you to the people and places you encounter in a way that is palpable
and unforgettable.
Our TE's are like no other: intelligent, knowledgeable, engaging and
fun. They will become an indispensable part of your experience and
some might just become lifetime friends.

OUR TRIP
OCTOBER 22-26, 2020
FROM $2,750 LAND ONLY
HIGHLIGHTS









A journey of education and connection
Explore the heart and soul of Jewish Amsterdam
Get on your bike in the bicycle capital of the world
Soak in the atmosphere with a boat canal cruise
Shabbat with Dutch Jewish locals
The Portuguese synagogue, once one of the largest in Europe
From Rembrandt to Van Gogh: timeless classics
Superb service with excellent cuisine

DAY 1  THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2020
DEPARTURE


Depart the USA.

Overnight: Flight

DAY 2  FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2020
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL













Arrival at Amsterdam International Airport.
Transfer to the city center.
10:00 a.m. Meet in the hotel lobby to begin the program.
Enjoy an introductory walking tour through Amsterdam's alleys
and canals and pass by the Royal Palace, situated on the west side
of Dam Square, and the famous National Monument, a 72-foot
concrete conical pillar covered by white travertine stone that
honors World War II casualties.
Along the Water: Enjoy a boat canal cruise and the relaxing
atmosphere of Amsterdam while wandering through its canals.
Red Light… Take part in a guided tour with a local specialist to
gain a better understanding of the legal and cultural aspects
of the infamous Red-Light District of Amsterdam, as well as the
financial & tourism benefits of the cannabis industry.
Check into the hotel and prepare for Shabbat.
Kabbalat Shabbat services and Shabbat dinner at the Liberal
Jewish Community Amsterdam, the progressive Jewish
congregation of Amsterdam founded in 1931, with members of
the local community.
Meals: Dinner

Overnight: Amsterdam

DAY 3  SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2020
SHABBAT IN AMSTERDAM
Explore the Rijksmuseum, displaying Rembrandt's masterpiece
The Night Watch and Vermeer's famous The Milkmaid.
 Walking tour of the Oude Pijp neighborhood, once a home to
many local Jews and also known as the slums, today the place to
live! Including a visit to the vibrant Albert Cuyp Market.
 Visit the Van Gogh Museum, which houses the world's largest
collection of artworks by Vincent van Gogh, including Sunflowers,
Almond Blossom, and The Potato Eaters.
 Return to the hotel.
OR
 Two wheels: Experience the city like a local by taking a guided
bike tour along the canals and into the countryside.
All:
 Ben Kodesh Lechol:
 Meals: Breakfast










Overnight: Amsterdam

DAY 4  SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2020
JEWISH AMSTERDAM






Visit the Anne Frank House, hear the story, and tour the offices
and "secret annex" where Anne Frank, her family, and others
spent 23 months hiding from the Nazis.
Beyond Anne Frank: The Dutch Tell Their Full Holocaust Story:
Discover some of the many hiding places in the center of
Amsterdam and learn about the Jews who stayed there.
Walk through the Jewish Quarter (Jodenbuurt), which was an
important Jewish center in the 16th century. Visit the Jewish





Historical Museum. Explore the creativity and strength of
Amsterdam's Jewish community during its heyday and witness
the devastation caused by the Nazi occupation.
Tour the still-active Portuguese Synagogue, once one of the
largest synagogues in Europe and a symbol of the glory of the
Sephardi Jewish community in Holland.
(Time permitting) Visit the Dutch Resistance Museum to learn
about the German Occupation and Nazi rule in the Netherlands
during World War II (1940-1945).
Proceed to the National Holocaust Museum. This building, once a
teachers' training college, was used by resistance workers during
the war to smuggle some 600 children out of captivity and get
them to relatively safe hiding places. A guided visit to this historic
site hosting a temporary exhibition will help us gain a better
understanding of the local story that took place here during the
Holocaust. It is a story of exclusion, of persecution, and murder,
but also of rescues, survival, solidarity, and heroes.
Cross the street to the Hollandsche Schouwburg (Dutch Theater);
in 1941, the Nazi occupiers condemned this as a “Jewish” theatre
and used it as a deportation center during the Holocaust. Today it
is a museum and memorial to the victims of the Nazi era. Our visit
will end with a memorial service.
Return to the hotel.
Festive farewell dinner and group reflection at a restaurant.
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

DAY 5  MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2020
UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN



Check out of the hotel and transfer to Amsterdam International
Airport for your return flight to the US.
Meals: Breakfast

Overnight: Amsterdam

LEARN MORE
CLICK HERE

REGISTER
CLICK HERE

trips to the
jewish world*
“One’s destination is
never a place, but a new
way of seeing things.”
Henry Miller

* Custom-crafted trips for individuals and groups to the Jewish World are available upon request.
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